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1. For a ring Q of sets from an arbitrary set X and a finitely additive measure 
\i on Q, the space of Riemann-/i-integrable-functions R^n, R) were presented es-
sentially by Loomis [8], by Dunford-Schwartz [4], and more generally by Giinzler 
We present some results concerning analogue to the Daniell extension process, 
starting in this case with an arbitrary nonnegative linear functional on function 
vector lattices, without continuity conditions on the elementary integral. 
Generalizing the definition of Aumann [1], a q: K+ -» R+ will be called an in-
tegral seminorm on X iff for f, g e K + , q(f + g) = q(f) + q(g), q(f) = q(g) if 
f^g and q(af) = a q(f) if a e K + . 
In of all the following we assume a nonempty set 1 , 5 a vector lattice of real-valued 
functions on X, under the pointwise operations and relations + , a , = , = , V , A , | | , 
and I a nonnegative linear functional on B, i.e. 1(f) = 0 if 0 = fe B. 
In [2] there has been generalized the process of a Daniell-Bourbaki integral (one 
may consult Pfeffer [9] as a specific reference). The following definitions and results 
of [2] are used: A preliminary extension is defined by 
B+ :={feRx; f= sup g, g e B, g = f] = 
= {fe] — oo, oo]*; to each xeX there exist hneB with hn = fand hn(x) -• f(x)} . 
Forany fe£*, I + ( f ) := sup {/(#); g = f, a e B } , with sup O = - o o ; I T := - B
+ 
and 
/ - ( / ) := - J + ( - j ) = inf {/(fl); a e B , jg g) . 
Since I + is not additive on B+ it is introduced the class B+ := {fe B
+;I+(f + g) = 
= I+(f) + I + ( a ) f o r a l l a e B + } and B_ := - B + . 
Now, using the class B+ and B_, for eachfe Rx the upper and lower integrals I 
and / are defined as usual: 
I(f): = inf {I+(g); a e B+, g =f) , with inf 0 = co and /(f) : - - I ( - f ) . 
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For a n y / e Rx we have the relation 
z+(/) = / ( / ) =/(/) = /-(/). 
and / and I~ both are integral seminorms on X. The elements of Rprop(B,I) : = 
:={feRx; Vs > 0, 3h, g e B, h^f=g and I(\g - h\) < s} in [8] are called 
proper-Riemann-integrable. 
Rprop(B, I) is the closure of B with respect to the integral-seminorm I". 
The class of I-summable functions is defined in [2] by 
B:={feRx; 1(f) = 1(f) e R} . 
B is a vector lattice of extended real-valued functions, with the usual convention, 
and I: = I = 1 is linear on B. Rprop(B, I) ~\ B. I/5 is the maximal extension of IJB 
in sense of Aumann [ l ] with respect to the integral-seminorm ||-||j := / ( | - | ) , and B 
is I ||j — dense in B, i.e.: 
fe B iff for any e > 0 there exists g e B such that I(|/ — g\) < s . 
2. Note that to get convergence theorems in the finitely additive case, everywhere 
convergence or a.e. convergence is not sufficient (see, for example, Dunford-Schwartz 
[4]), thus we use the following appropriate local "convergence in measure" in our 
integral extension. 
Definition 1 (T-convergence). For any T: R$ -> R, (fn)n,feR
x, fn-+f(T) means 
that for each fixed he B, with h ^ 0, one has T(|/„ — / | A h) -> 0, (where 
co — oo = 0). 
Recently, Giinzler [7] has obtained Lebesgue's and Monotone convergence theo-
rems for B and I, using this local convergence in measure with T = I. 
Now, with T = I~ in definition 1, we introduce the following class of I-integrable 
functions: 
Rt(B,l) :={fe R
x; 3(hn)n c B, (hn)n -+ f(I~), I(\hn - hm\) ^ 0 as n, m -> co} . 
The map I: Rt(B,I) -> .R, with 1(f) := limI(hw) as n -> co, for such (hn)n, is well 
defined. Rx(B, I) is a vector lattice of extended real-valued functions, and I is linear 
on it. Also, B is dense in RX(B,I) with respect to the seminorm ||/| |7 := I(|/|) 
( = 7 + ( | / | ) = / ( | / | ) fo ra l l /€ J R 1 (B , / ) . 
For a n y / e R + the corresponding local integral-seminorm in sense of Schafke 
([10]) is defined by 
/,"(/) := sup {/-(/ A h); 0 = h e B} . 
11 is again an integral-seminorm, such that ij~(/) = / ( / ) for each / e R^B, I), and 
Ri(B, I) is the closure of B in Rx with respect to distance d(f, g) : = Ij(\f — g\). 
In general Rprop(B,I) £ R^BJ), and 
feRprop(B,I) iff feRfal) and | / | = h e B 
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Ri(B, I) is closed with respect to improper integration; and the extension process 
B -> Ri(B, I) is iteration complete, i.e.: 
Rt(B, I) = RX(B, I) with B : = Rt(B, I) n R
x , I: = I/5 . 
With the localized convergence in measure of definition 1, we obtain the usual 
convergence theorems for this integral (Lebesgue's bounded and monotone con-
vergence theorems), and since # l v B, J) n B
+ a B9 we generalize theorem p. 262 
of [3]: 
R1( .B,J)c .B + .W1(.B,/) 
where Nt(B, / ) : = { / e RX(B, I); I(|/|) = 0}. 
All the results become true for a suitable extension of B, with the localized integral-
seminorm T = I, which will be treated in a paper of Gunzler and Diaz Carrillo. 
3. We assume the space of Riemann-/j-integrable functions R^n, R). If Q is an 
algebra and fi(X) < +oo, R^fi, R) = L(S, fi) (= /j-integrable functions defined 
by Dunford-Schwartz), and for a-ring Q and fi: Q -> [0, oo[ c-additive, one has 
Ri(p9 R) = l}(ii, R) ( = Lebesgue-/x-integrable functions). „ 
Now, if Bn denotes the set of all step-functions S(Q, R), and I^(f) = Yj
at K^t) 
with neN, ate R and At e Q, for a l l / e BQ; with ljBQ we obtain the class -RlvBfl, 1^) 
of all IM-integrable functions. 
Since for any (fn)n,fe R
x, we have (/„)„ - * / ( M ) (/i-local-convergence of Gunzler, 
or as special case the convergence in /^-measure of Dunford-Schwartz), iff (fn)n -> 
- * / ( / " ) , one gets that R^B^I^) = R^R), and our results subsume the cor-
responding results for Rx(fi, R). 
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